
Mosaic Experiment 
2018 

 
PRESENTS THE…  

 

~ WHAT  ~ WHEN ~ WHERE ~  
 

(Round of applause, please!) 
 
 

WELCOME HOME!  
 

Mosaic Experiment is a four day all-ages camping event based on the culture and principles of 
Burning Man. Mosaic is a collaborative gathering of community organized and fueled by 

volunteers. As an official Burning Man regional event, Mosaic is an interactive experience that is 
both everything and nothing you will expect. 

 
That said, before we get to the fun of all the super cool things that are happening at Mosaic 

Experiment, Please review a few important notes:  
 
GATE HOURS:  
Thursday & Friday: 10:00am-12:00am EST 
Saturday: 10:00am-4:00pm EST  
 
IN AND OUT POLICY:  
General re-entry is not allowed. In the spirit of radical self-reliance, please come prepared to 
stay inside the event and bring everything you need to survive. Emergency exit/re-entry will be 
carefully reviewed per circumstance. In the very few cases emergency re-entry is allowed, you 
must retain your wristband and ticket confirmation to re-enter the event. If you chose to leave 
the event without pre-approved re-entry your wristband will be removed.  
 
DRIVING AFTER DARK:  
There is NO driving after dark unless it is a medical emergency and/or you have authorization 
and escort from Gate and/or TACO. There will be dozens of pedestrians in your way and they 
will be very hard to see at night. To protect the safety of Mosaic participants, do not drive at 
night without an escort walking ahead of you. 
 
EXODUS:  

https://regionals.burningman.org/about-the-regional-network/


We all wish our time together didn’t have to end. But we need to get everyone packed up and 
heading home safely so that DPW and LNT can start doing what they do. We ask that you have 
your campsite packed up, cleaned up and all your last goodbyes and hugs completed by 2 p.m. 
Sunday. Please make sure that your campsite is thoroughly picked up, all your garbage, food 
waste and greywater leaves with you (and take it all the way home - do not dump at rest stops 
along the way.) Please keep it slow on the roads leaving for the safety of other departees. 
 
ICE SALES: Ice will be available for sale at DPW from 10am-6pm, Thursday-Saturday. 
Saturday sales are contingent on supply. $5 per 22lb bag.  
 
 
 
 

AND NOW…  
THE FUN STUFF!  

 
THEME CAMPS:  

 
Would U Rather?  
We are a game camp, and the main attraction is our namesake game, "Would U Rather?" Come 
spin our 2 wheels (which contain ever-changing actions) and choose which one you would 
rather do! Also, stop by for breakfast and 24-hour coffee.  
 
Skrambles**!*  
Born from confusion and tempered by mild incompetence. Now a respectable lounge.  
 
Bye Felicia  
What freaks you out? The Nightmare Garden represents all the things that go bump in the night. 
Love it. Hate it. Embrace it. Banish it. … Whatever. BYE FELICIA. 
 
Spaceport:Starboard 
Your gateway to the stars! We've added new destinations and streamlined our ships. Start your 
journey to the cosmos here! 
 
Volunteer Hub  
For all things volunteerism! Come visit with us! 
 
Camp Recharge Jr. 
We unf*** your day. Recharge your phone, tablet, or other batteries, and relax in our lovely 
space and recharge yourself. Bug spray, sunscreen and aloe vera are a small part of our 
arsenal. We have OTC remedies and accessories... 
 
Notacamp 



A camp dedicated to technology and music. We'll be bringing back a further improved laser 
shooting gallery, huge geodesic dome, awesome music and an FM radio station. 
 
 
 
The Portal 
Your one-stop shop for spiritual guidance. Palmistry, Tarot, Spirit Animal Matching and 
Messages, Numerology, Horoscopes, and Tea Leaves. For Haruspicy please bring your own 
entrails. 
 
2 fairies and a werewolf 
Its 2 fairies and a werewolf and we are hoping to warm your butts with some fire. We will be 
bringing delicacies of the carnivorous and vegetarian variety, and the cheesiest flamethrower 
nachos! See Rev to flamethrower byo noms, see Bitchtits about the Unitardis and see Toki for 
fairy princess blessings.  
 
Workman's Camp  
Supplying all of your dispensation, administration and beadledom needs as the new complaint 
compartment of DPW. 
 
Coffee Up!  
Our camp serves hot, cowboy style coffee to the masses, ensuring a properly fueled burn for all 
who need that boost! Morning beverage service from 8am-11am, and hospitality throughout the 
burn. 
 
Camphrodite  
Step into our all-inclusive camp for some Radical Self-Expression and Relaxation! Our 24-hour 
self-serve salon is a place for you to experiment with your clothing & make-up styles, paint your 
nails, freshen up, and leave our camp feeling rejuvenated, confident, and beautiful! 
 
Tortuga  
A land of pirates, DJs, live music, loud sound systems, and an open bar. We scurvy scallywags 
and wayward wenches run amok in our Merry Marauder’s Bar. We feature a house band, 2 
house DJ’s and a fully stocked pirate bar. Join us in the morning for some pirate music. Join us 
in the afternoon for special themed sets and guest performances. Join us at night to dance until 
your wooden leg falls off. Stop by, get yourself a drink from the Boozey Bar’nacle, and take a 
load off in the Merry Marauder's Lounge. There is always something happening on the Isle of 
Tortuga. 
 
Traveling Tinker Camp  
I bring my Tinker Trailer and pack it with hand tools, drills, saws, nuts & bolts, rope, cord, zip 
ties, batteries, inverters, soldering irons, tarps, and other doodads that have turned out to be 
useful over the years. If I'm in camp, I'm usually available to assist! If I go out and about, I leave 
a whiteboard near the trailer along with a map of the various Alchemy neighborhoods. Just look 
for the “Tinker Is IN/OUT/SLEEPING” tag and know at a glance if I'm within earshot (or tucked 
away inside with earplugs in trying to catch a few winks)! If I'm OUT/SLEEPING, leave a note on 
the whiteboard to tell me what you need and where (what camp/neighborhood), and on my next 
pass, I'll try to stop by and help. I can be found out of camp on my bike, so if you need me and 



see me, feel free to flag me down - I may have what you need on my person. *NOTE: I added a 
new trailer back in 2017* I'm now in a pop-up A-frame with an EZ-Up with my usual “Tinker Til It 
Works” sign! 
 
 
Atomica Village  
It takes a village to properly build a burn, so welcome to Atomica Village! 
Atomic Chocolate will be there with more tasty chocolate treats, hot coco, s'mores, games and 
coloring. A spot to recharge, talk with new friends, and get ready for your next adventure. 
We'll also be bringing the Cuddleseum, a cuddle space with a raised floor and seating, hosting 
hookah in a mellow relaxed atmosphere. 
Also check out our courtyard where we will have Playkea (bigger and better than ever), the 
Mirror Box, and a variety of new art projects for you to interact with. 
 
Dewey Decibels  
Dewey Decibels [)'(] (noun): high powered sound camp; an encyclopedic variety of deep techy 
beats, cocktails, visual intrigue, and participation with all. 
 
The Consortium of Indigent Mythological Creatures and Imaginary Bunnies  
Those damned rabbits are at it again 
 
House of Bacchus  
We create a safer space to indulge in sensual and sexual education and exploration. 
We offer education through voyeurism, classes and experiences. 
By learning about ourselves physically, emotionally and sexually we can grow towards greater 
self understanding and spiritual openness. 
This is so important right now because our society has pushed us into boxes of what sexuality 
looks like, and so many of us are breaking down those constraints. We are here to say that 
sexuality can look like whatever you want. Please come, explore, and play. At our house we ask 
that you follow our Rules because EVERY PERSON HAS THE RIGHT TO DECIDE WHAT 
THEIR SEXUAL FREEDOM LOOKS LIKE and it should be respected. 
House Rules 
Consent is Sexy : Respect is Sexy : Safety is Sexy 
You have the right to say no. You have the right to say yes. 
If it's not a F*** YES, it's a F*** NO! 
Ask early, ask often. Keep checking in with your play partner(s). Consent is a process. 
When giving or receiving feedback, be respectful of body language and speech. Listen and 
practice mindful consciousness - our actions affect others. 
Agree on safe words - Green (please continue). Yellow (pause and check in). Red (STOP). 
Ask before touching people or their toys. Don’t assume you can touch someone because of the 
way they are dressed, or because of how they are touching someone else. Never interrupt a 
play session that is ongoing or recently concluded. Respect other people's space. 
Understand the risks of playing with someone who is in altered states. Be responsible. 
Cleanliness is part of Safety. Wash your hands and toys before each partner, and inform your 
partners about STD/I’s. 
As a community, we can learn and grow together to be better, but we must communicate. If 
there is a consent violation please inform a House of Bacchus volunteer or Event staff A.S.A.P 
 



Showman Tells You How Disappointed He is With Your General Existence  
My name is Showman and when I am sitting outside my tent, if you come up and start telling me 
a little about yourself, I will be sure to let you know how poor a job you're doing living up to your 
potential... if you had potential... which to be fair you probably don't. I'm not really interested in 
how much you're enjoying yourself, I'm more or less going to focus on all the ways you could be 
working harder and generally doing better at existence.  
 
Camp Get Up  
Chill camp of seasoned Burners keeping an eternal campfire and hosting a few special events 
over the weekend.  
 
Camp Dirtie Hippie  
A camp where No Shoes, No Shirt, No Pants or No Other Place To Go is No Problem! We 
accept Hippies and Non- Hippies alike of all ages, genders, species, shapes and sizes. Hippies 
don't have to the use the Back Door because here at Camp Dirtie Hippie, There Are No Doors! 
We will NEVER tell you to Get Off Our Lawn, in fact we will have lawn parking available to park 
your hippie cabooses on our lawn for as long as you like. Come Chill Out (hu)Man in our Chill 
Space complete with soothing sounds and all the soft and fuzzy comforts of home (stuffed 
animals included for maximum snuggles). Come express your ability to Art and leave your mark 
on our large Art Canvas. Or just pop in for a quick visit to make friends and get one of our Dirtie 
Hippie Group Hugs! (everything included with verbal consent only) 
 
The Burlington Goat Factory  
We are the Burlington Goat Factory! GOATs such as Tom Brady will be on hand for autographs, 
and we will have his optimal training book with us for dramatic readings and inspiration. Our 
camp will offer a chill Amsterdam Coffee House-style space to hang out. Stop by for coffee and 
snacks and whatever else we’ll be serving up. You will also experience our mobile wine and 
cheeses throughout the weekend.  
 
Slaughter’s Bloody Bar  
Start your day off right, with a DIY Bloody Mary from Slaughter's Bloody Bar! In addition to 
serving the best bloodies on the razorgrass, at Slaughter's' Bloody Bar, we celebrate that 
Bloody Time of the Month! Come play menstrual bingo and amaze your friends! Have you ever 
hosted Aunt Flo in your life? Do you identify as a woman? Come on over and fill out our survey 
about PMS and sanitary supplies! For bitches who don't dig bloody marys... we offer the 
Crimson Tide! We believe in being as inclusive as possible because even people who don't 
personally bleed are impacted if nothing else by fact that half the population does! Slaughter's 
Bloody Bar opens when we wake up and closes when we get bored, i.e. brunch hours bitches ;) 
 
Syncytium  
Syncytium is an incubator, open to all who want to PLAY! We create beautiful experiences for 
others and ourselves. We follow the Burning Man ethos, and we also believe in ACTIVE 
PARTICIPATION in our camp. It takes everyone working together as team to make the 
well-known SYNCYTIUM MAGIC!! 
 
The Pink Flamingo Wine Bar  
A tiki theme wine and faux-shine bar for burners to gather, imbibe, and share some time. 
 



 
 
 
 
Who’s camp is it anyway?  
We have microphones, come use them. Maybe we’ll have a show or two planned with audience 
participation maybe we won’t. (We will) A place for people to laugh, sing and come together. 
Organic unrehearsed sillyness. Maybe we won’t show up? (We will) Whos camp is it anyway?  
 
Bikes and Brews  
Bikes and brews are back with beats and brews. Come talk bikes, have a drink and shake what 
you got. 
 
F*** Yer Ice (DPW)  
$5/22lb bag of Ice sold 10a-6p daily only at Dedicated Possum Watchers FYI ghetto. Free 
snark. Will work for cold beer or funsies.  
 
Camp Meow 
The perfect spot to stretch your paws and rest your weary whiskers. Cuddle up with your feline 
friends for a cat nap in the kitty pool. Kitty counselors on site for paw-sitive vibes and fur real 
talk. Come wet your whiskers with some frisky kitty milk and meow-garitas. Purrrrrrr......  
 
Bubbly 
Effervescence distilled. Come and enjoy the bubbly good times.  
 
Welcome Haum  
Haum is place to rest, rejuvenate, connect, and eat really yummy food. When you’re Haum, 
you’re family. Come join our family for a few minutes or a few hours. Welcome Haum! 
 
GATE  
You must have a ticket and valid government ID to attend Mosaic Experiment. No one will be 
allowed entry without a valid ID. All participants must sign a waiver of liability to enter the event. 
All minors must be accompanied by their legal guardian or have a signed waiver from their 
guardian as well as a minor registration form with emergency contact information fill out by their 
parent or legal guardian. To speed up entry into the event, you may print and fill out this year’s 
waiver and minor registration form in advance and bring it with you. Forms will also be at the 
gate. Mosaic Experiment is an all-ages event. Children under 18 are not required to have an ID, 
however, all minors must be registered in the same Brown Paper Tickets purchase as a parent 
or legal guardian above the age of 21 who will arrive with the child at gate. Any child or minor 
who arrives at gate without a registered guardian will be turned away unless prior arrangement 
has been made by contacting Tickets or Gate. 
 
TACO  
Parking Department 
 
Art Grove  
The art Grove is intended to be a place for reflection, inspiration, meditation, etc. 



Help us bring art to this communal space by bringing your art to share or stopping to create 
within the space. What is art? You decide! Keep in mind this is intended to be a meditative 
space. Please be respectful in your art and remember to Leave No Trace. <3 
 
 
RANGERS  
Rangers will be based in Atomic chocolate bar 
 
Burning Man  
Y'all wanna go to Burning Man?? I heard there's gonna be at least 16 people there this year. 
Hyperlounge Fun Corporation LLC™™©® is holding toy pitches in their boardroom. First Fires 
& Underseage have combined to make Thirst Fires. There's some kinda techno cave where you 
can paint walls, read some queer literature, have a noise jam, or just like, chill, cause it's safe 
no-sex consent based cuddle zone. You can also boogie at a dance tent, get mad trying to 
solve some puzzle cubes, or spin props in an aesthetic pastel dome. WOW They got 
EVERYTHING at Burning Man!  
 
 
 

EVENTS:  
 

THURSDAY 9/27: 
 
All Day : Self Serve Salon : Camphrodite 

Step into our salon for some Radical Self-Expression and Relaxation! Our 24-hour 
self-serve salon is a place for you to experiment with your clothing & make-up styles, paint your 
nails, freshen up, and leave our camp feeling rejuvenated, confident, and beautiful! 
 
2:00pm : Ranger Training : Atomic Chocolate 

One Hour Training for Mosaic Rangers - required pre-shift if you have never Rangered 
before. 
 
3:00pm : Amsterdam-Style Coffee House : The Burlington Goat Factory  

The Burlington Goat Factory welcomes you to stop by our camp each afternoon and 
enjoy the chill atmosphere of an Amsterdam-style coffee house. We will have a menu of treats 
to sample as well as our charming opinions about goats and G.O.A.T.s. Dramatic readings will 
be made upon request.  
 
3:00pm : Mosaic Radio : Notacamp  

Mosaics very own music and information station. Listen on 88.5 MHz! We'll run a long as 
we can 24/7 or until Froggy passes out if no one else wants to run it. 

 
5:00pm : Blankies for Burners : Syncytium 

Hey! It's cold out here! Did your blanket get wet? Is your blanket too thin? Drop by 
Syncytium and get one! Have a spare blanket to share? Bring it! At the end of the event, should 
there be a blanket surplus, the excess blankets will be donated to Burners without Borders. 
 



6:00pm : Fire Performer Safety Meeting : Jellyfish Hammock 
If you want to spin fire at Music you must attend! 

 
6:00pm : Family Game Time : Welcome Haum 

Boards, Cards, Fun 
 
6:00pm : Stone Soup Project : Mama Micki’s Camp 

Hot soup beginning Thursday night @6pm and continuing as gifts to add to pot 
occur throughout the Burn. Only restriction is that any gifts to the pot be vegan and gluten free. 
 
 9:00pm : Dewey Gets Deep : Dewey Deibels 

intelligent grooves, cutting edge cocktails, and visuals to match. 
 
 

FRIDAY 9/28: 
 
All Day : Self Serve Salon : Camphrodite  

Step into our salon for some Radical Self-Expression and Relaxation! Our 24-hour 
self-serve salon is a place for you to experiment with your clothing & make-up styles, paint your 
nails, freshen up, and leave our camp feeling rejuvenated, confident, and beautiful! 
 
9:00am : The Coffee Table : Big Mike & Just Jen - open camping 

Stop by for coffee and fixings!  
 
9:00am : Wakey Wakey, Eggs and Bakey : Would You Rather? 

Eggs, bacon, and coffee served fresh while supplies last!  
 
10:30am : Breakfast Shots : Camp Recharge Jr.  

Brought to you by the hair of the dog that bit you, Camp Recharge will be doling out 
breakfast shots because Thursday’s burn excitement can lead to feeling like dogcrap on Friday 
morning. Keep that nausea at bay and come by for a breakfast shot! 
 
10:30am : Fancy As F*** Oatmeal Breakfast Bar : Camp Recharge Jr.  

Breakfast will be served. It's delicious and you need it! Eat the f***in' oatmeal! Oatmeal 
(rolled and cut), dried fruit and nuts) (raisins, dates, figs, cherries, blueberries, mangos, 
cranberries, apricots, plumes, coconut, mixed nuts), honey, sugar (white, cinnamon, brown), raw 
sugar, agave, butter, cream. 
Bring your own bowl/spoon or take LNT responsibility for what we will provide. Just eat the 
f***ing oatmeal… 
 
12:00pm-2:00pm : MSG Bloody Marys : Skrambles**!* 

Don't believe bad science. MSG is awesome! And so are Bloody Marys. 
 
1:00pm : Tantra : House of Bacchus 

Experience connection. 
 
2:00pm : Toys Toys Toys : House of Bacchus 



Learn and ask questions about sex toys 
 
2:00pm : Ranger Training : Atomic Chocolate 

One Hour Training for Mosaic Rangers - required pre-shift if you have never rangered 
before 
 
2:00pm : Magic The Gathering : Welcome Haum :  

Casual play, bring your own cards or use a deck of ours. Never played before? Come 
watch and learn. Really into Magic? Come by camp Welcome Haum any time. Gaelen is down 
to play just about any time. 
 
3:00pm : Boudoir Photo Shoot : House of Bacchus 

Come looking sexy! We will discuss why having sexy photos are great to have, and learn 
tips on posing.  
 
3:00pm : Amsterdam-Style Coffee House : The Burlington Goat Factory 

The Burlington Goat Factory welcomes you to stop by our camp each afternoon and 
enjoy the chill atmosphere of an Amsterdam-style coffee house. We will have a menu of treats 
to sample as well as our charming opinions about goats and G.O.A.T.s. Dramatic readings will 
be made upon request.  
 
3:00pm : Skrambles**!* Boutique!!*! : Skrambles**!*  

Feeling a little underdressed? Swing by and find your clothing destiny! Highly curated 
with personal stylists. Flash sale. 
 
3:00pm : Faux-shine tasting at the Pink Flamingo Wine Bar : The Pink Flamingo Wine Bar 

Come join us for some day drinking and try our homemade faux-shine. A mixture of fruit 
juices, spices, everclear, and vodka, a shot of any of our faux-shine varieties is sure to impress. 
Currently, we will have cherry pie, apple pie, and 'Basic Bitch' (a pumpkin spice flavored 
faux-shine). More varieties TBA. 
 
3:18pm : Fortune Telling / Spirit Toy Repair : The Portal  

Palmistry, Spirit Animal Guidance, Tarot 
 
5:00pm : Saran Wrap and Hot Wax : House of Bacchus 

by Lady Bacchus : Sensation play at its best. I loved playing with wax. I combining 
multiple sensations in my kink. So, being mummified and hot wax just became a natural 
combination. We will discuss the layering of sensation play and mental play and how to play 
with these tool in a safe and fun way.  
 
5:00 pm : Blankies for Burners! : Syncytium  

Hey! It's cold out here! Did your blanket get wet? Is your blanket too thin? Drop by 
Syncytium and get one! Have a spare blanket to share? Bring it! At the end of the event, should 
there be a blanket surplus, the excess blankets will be donated to Burners without Borders. 
 
6:00pm : All Ages Cards Against Humanity : Welcome Haum  

Ever been beaten by an eight year old at this game? She'll smack you with her "Big 
Black Dick". Break the generational barrier and play with the whole family. 



 
6:00pm : Fire Performer Safety Meeting : Jellyfish Hammock  

If you want to spin fire at Music you must attend! 
 
 
6:00pm : Set your friends on fire : House of Bacchus 

 A quick primer on fire for pleasure and pain. Demonstration and notes on responsibility 
and safety. 
 
6:00pm : Friday Night DnD at DPW : DPW Dining Room 

If you have them laying around, bring pencil paper and dice for a 1 shot pathfinder 
modern adventure of discovery. Never played DnD before? No worries, none of you know what 
you're playing either!Everyone begins with a blank character sheet and as you play, you'll 
discover not only what's going on but just who you all are. Max 10 participants 
 
8:00pm : Would You Rather? Game : Would You Rather?  

Spin the wheels and choose what you'd rather do! Enjoy drinks, prizes, and laughter.  
 
9:00pm : Shamanic Journeying : Welcome Haum 

Visit the spirit realm, riding an entrancing drum rhythm. Help hold the space with a drum, 
ours or yours, or lay down and enjoy the journey. No experience necessary. 
 
9:00pm : Dewey Gets Trippy : Dewey Decibels  

psychedelic beats, and those straight-up eye-melters to compliment them with. cocktails 
are still normal though.  
 
9:30pm : Misfit Toy Masquerade Parade : House of Bacchus  

Dress in your finest digs for our loud and obnoxious parade of Misfits, as we open House 
of Bacchus for our first play party of the weekend. Join us at House of Bacchus at dark30. We 
will parade through the razor grass and back home for a grand entrance. Also, bring along your 
biggest or craziest sex toys and gadgets for show and tell! 
 
10:00pm : Open Play Party : House of Bacchus 

Do you want to explore? Are you ready to drink from the goblet of sensual and sexual 
freedom? House of Bacchus open play parties are here for you to explore sensuality, kink and 
BDSM through voyeurism and experiences. By learning about ourselves physically, emotionally 
and sexually we can grow towards greater self understanding and spiritual openness. 
This is so important right now because our society has pushed us into boxes of what sexuality 
looks like, and so many of us are breaking down those constraints. We are here to say that 
sexuality can look like whatever you want. At our house we ask that you follow our Rules 
because EVERY PERSON HAS THE RIGHT TO DECIDE WHAT THEIR SEXUAL FREEDOM 
LOOKS LIKE and it should be respected. As a reminder all events at HOB require guests to be 
soberish. You can be denied entrance or be asked to leave. It is our greatest importance that 
we all feel as safe as possible, If you feel uncomfortable or someone is not following our 
consent rules please let us know asap so we can handle the situation right away. EACH play 
party will start with a short consent talk.  
 
 



 
 
 
 

SATURDAY 9/29:  
 
All Day : Self Serve Salon : Camphrodite  

Step into our salon for some Radical Self-Expression and Relaxation! Our 24-hour 
self-serve salon is a place for you to experiment with your clothing & make-up styles, paint your 
nails, freshen up, and leave our camp feeling rejuvenated, confident, and beautiful! 
 
9:00am  : Wakey Wakey, Eggs and Bakey : Would You Rather?  

Eggs, bacon, and coffee served fresh while supplies last!  
 
11:00am : Family Massage : Welcome Haum :  

Give, Receive, Relax - Lots of hands and fun implements 
 
12:00pm : MSG Bloody Marys : Skrambles**!*  

Don't believe bad science. MSG is awesome! And so are Bloody Marys. (noon - 2pm) 
 
12:00pm : Vegan Walking Tacos : Camphrodite  

Serving vegan walking tacos until we run out. Bring your spork. 
 
12:42pm : Semi-annual Time Traveler's Wine Tasting : Atomic Chocolate  

Quick reminder that the 2018 Mosaic wine tasting was successfully held at the Atomic 
Chocolate dome. Participants are encouraged to turn up in time for the freshest cheese 
crackers available in this timeline at precisely 12:42pm on Saturday. We'd like to thank the 
operators who brought lovely wine for us to share around, but please be mindful of the date. 
Wines bought after September 2018 may damage the ©°|\|-|-¡|\||_||_|^^ 
 
2:00pm : Open Mic : Burning Man  

Got a song to sing? A story to share? Puns of the lowest caliber? Our mic is open. Way 
open. Guitar, uke, hyperflute, and library of weird literature are available for you to use during 
open mic, or any time throughout the burn!  
 
2:00pm : Magic The Gathering : Welcome Haum 

Casual play, bring your own cards or use a deck of ours. Never played before? Come 
watch and learn. Really into Magic? Come by camp Welcome Haum any time. Gaelen is down 
to play just about any time. 
 
3:00pm : The "Now we dance! Now we fight" Dance/Fight Party!!*! : Skrambles**!*  

Come dance, (pillow) fight, and dance again on rapid rotation to high-energy flamenco 
according to the whims of our Dancefightmeister Bluejay! Also, drinks during intermissions. It 
started with a vision. A vision of Germans in a slightly alternate dimension. A dimension where 
the only way to dance to German techno was under the strict supervision of a leader. The 
leader would announce "And now we dance!" and they dance dance dance, only to be followed 



by "And now we fight!" whereupon a raging fist fight would break out. Soon enough, the leader 
barks "And now we dance!", fists are dropped, and they stomp dance once more. It was a very 
silly vision. And now we bring this vision to you. Join us and alternate between internal states of 
joy and (joyful) rage as rapidly as we alternate between dancing and (pillow) fighting. Pillows 
provided; multiple rounds.  
 
3:00pm : Amsterdam-Style Coffee House : The Burlington Goat Factory  

The Burlington Goat Factory welcomes you to stop by our camp each afternoon and 
enjoy the chill atmosphere of an Amsterdam-style coffee house.  We will have a menu of treats 
to sample as well as our charming opinions about goats and G.O.A.T.s.  Dramatic readings will 
be made upon request.  
 
3:18pm : Fortune Telling : The Portal  

Palm Reading, Spirit Animal Guidance, Tarot 
 
4:00pm : Talent Show : House of Bacchus 

All Mosaic attendees are invited to dust off your tutus, warm up your vocal cords, tune up 
your instruments, or break out whatever talent you would like to share with the community. All 
Talents welcome, show your fun and sexy side, completely judgement free zone!  Consent 
discussion at start of talent show. If you want to be apart of the talent show please sign up 
anytime before 3pm Saturday.  
 
4:30pm : Swords at Skrambles**!* : Skrambles**!*  

We here at Skrambles**!* know a thing or two about fighting. Whether with pillows 
between bouts of dancing, or fighting for chaos during a raid by the mighty Viking ship, Wolfe’s 
Widow Maker. But now Skrambles is offering you yes, you the chance to learn some of our 
ways. Instructed by TwoSlice, you will learn how to use a German Longsword in a way similar to 
the people who actually fought with them in the past. No equipment is required and no 
experience is needed. So come to Skrambles**!* and get the skills you need to keep safe in any 
pillow fight 
 
5:00pm : Blankies for Burners! : Syncytium  

Hey! It is cold out here! Did your blanket get damp? Is your blanket too thin? Drop by 
Syncytium to get a new one. Have a blanket to donate? We will take it! While supplies last! At 
the end of the event, leftover blankets will be washed and donated to Burners Without Borders 
Detroit: Homeless Backpack Project . 
 
8:00pm : Would You Rather? Game : Would You Rather?  

Spin the wheels and choose what you'd rather do! Enjoy drinks, prizes, and laughter.  
 
9:00pm : Dewey Gets Heavy : Dewey Decibels  

A ode to the mighty subwoofers. release your post burn energy with some heavy 4x4 
and broken beat madness. 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

SUNDAY 9/30:  
 
12:00am : Open Play Party : House of Bacchus  

Do you want to explore? Are you ready to drink from the goblet of sensual and sexual 
freedom? House of Bacchus open play parties are here for you to explore sensuality, kink and 
BDSM through voyeurism and experiences. By learning about ourselves physically, emotionally 
and sexually we can grow towards greater self understanding and spiritual openness. This is so 
important right now because our society has pushed us into boxes of what sexuality looks like, 
and so many of us are breaking down those constraints. We are here to say that sexuality can 
look like whatever you want. At our house we ask that you follow our Rules because EVERY 
PERSON HAS THE RIGHT TO DECIDE WHAT THEIR SEXUAL FREEDOM LOOKS LIKE and 
it should be respected. As a reminder all events at HOB require guests to be soberish. You can 
be denied entrance or be asked to leave. It is our greatest importance that we all feel as safe as 
possible, If you feel uncomfortable or someone is not following our consent rules please let us 
know asap so we can handle the situation right away. EACH play party will start with a short 
consent talk . 
 
12:00am : Picasso Destruction : Effigy Embers  

From the great art museums of Europe, our art thieves have absconded with a famous 
Picasso painting. Through a very underhanded bribery system at the border, it has made it to 
Mosaic. At Midnight after the burn, we will set upon it with finger paints before throwing it upon 
the effigy embers to immolate... In a protest against the art establishment… Pie will be served 
 
10:00am : Oatmeal Bar : Welcome Haum 

Steel Cut oats - A sh**-ton of toppings 
 
 


